1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Over the last several decades, fundamental advances have been made in our understanding of how the brain processes acute pain in healthy adults ([@bb0025]; [@bb0085]; [@bb0445]; [@bb0485]; [@bb0505]). Task-based experiments using electroencephalography (EEG) and magnoencephalography (MEG) generally show that acute pain is associated with decreases in alpha and beta power in the sensorimotor cortex and the parietal cortex, and increases in theta and gamma power in the medial and ventral prefrontal cortex, and anterior cingulate cortex ([@bb0165]; [@bb0340]; [@bb0445]; [@bb0440]; [@bb0540]). In healthy adults, these neural oscillations have been interpreted as reflecting disinhibition in sensorimotor and attentional circuits, as individuals orient their attention to the pain-eliciting stimulus and prime their motor system for action ([@bb0135]; [@bb0330]; [@bb0380]). The goal in the current study was to determine whether chronic pain enhances or attenuates neural oscillations to an acute pain-eliciting stimulus.

In chronic pain, changes within and between sensorimotor and attentional networks have been evidenced during resting states ([@bb0075]; [@bb0480]; [@bb0500]; [@bb0150]; [@bb0430]; [@bb0470]; [@bb0490]), with increases, rather than decreases in beta power more often associated with chronic pain. Indeed, increased beta power in regions including the primary and secondary sensorimotor cortices, dorsal-lateral prefrontal cortex, midcingulate cortex, rACC, and insula have been reported across cohorts of patients with fibromyalgia ([@bb0150]; [@bb0280]; [@bb0490]), chronic neuropathic pain ([@bb0430]; [@bb0470]), and sickle cell disease ([@bb0075]). In contrast to the task-based approach that is necessary to study pain in healthy adults, there is very little evidence of how chronic pain modulates neural oscillations during an acute pain-eliciting stimulus.

We have previously shown that pain-eliciting heat stimuli applied to the upper limb evokes decreases in alpha and beta power in the contralateral sensorimotor cortex ([@bb0340], [@bb0330]). Here, we leverage this task-based paradigm to understand neural oscillations in a cohort of individuals with chronic jaw pain. Thermal stimuli were delivered to the forearm for 5 s while we recorded high-density EEG. The rationale for stimulating the subject\'s forearm rather than jaw, was to avoid potential between group differences that are focal to the jaw area in orofacial pain including lower pain thresholds in the masseter and anterior temporalis muscles ([@bb0130]; [@bb0185]), elevated levels of IL-6, IL-7, IL-8 and IL-13 in the masseter muscle ([@bb0295]), and elevated levels of elastin-derived peptides and IL-6 in the synovial fluid ([@bb0220]; [@bb0250]). EEG data were analyzed using time-frequency analysis, source-localization analysis, and measure projection analysis (MPA) ([@bb0055]), which together allowed us to characterize neuronal activity at different frequency bands in source space. Given previous *f*MRI studies that show changes in resting state functional connectivity between cortical regions in chronic pain ([@bb0255]; [@bb0275]), we also examined whether chronic pain alters effective connectivity during the heat stimulus. We test the hypothesis that compared to the control group, individuals with chronic jaw pain will show less reduction in alpha and beta power in sensorimotor regions during the pain-eliciting stimulus. In addition, we hypothesize that effective connectivity between cortical regions will be different between groups.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Participants {#s0015}
-----------------

Eighteen human participants with chronic jaw pain, and sixteen pain-free age-matched controls were recruited in the study. [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} lists specific details for each group. The recruitment of the jaw pain participants was based on the temporomandibular disorder pain-screening questionnaire. All cases met the following criteria: (1) pain is always present in jaw and temporal area on either side for the last 30 days; (2) have pain or stiffness in jaw on awakening in the last 30 days; and (3) participants reported at least three of the following activities changed pain in their jaw or temporal area in the last 30 days: (a) chewing hard or tough food; (b) opening the month or moving the jaw forward or to the side; (c) jaw habits such as holding teeth together, clenching, grinding or chewing gum; (d) other activities such as talking, kissing or yawning. Controls were recruited from the local community through flyers. Exclusion criteria for healthy controls included any self-reported history of neurological disease, psychiatric conditions, and any history of chronic pain or current acute pain. Participants were asked to refrain from consuming caffeine and using any hair products on the day of testing. Before experimental testing, participants provided informed consent. This experimental study was approved by the University of Florida Institutional Review Board.Table 1Group demographics, chronic pain measures and psychological measures for the chronic jaw pain group and the pain-free healthy controls.Table 1Control (*n* = 16)Jaw pain group (*n* = 18)*P*-valueMSDMSDAge31.3110.8532.7810.84\>0.05Gender (Male/Female)6/105/13\>0.05Duration of pain (months)0084.8371.94\<0.05JFLS-20 Mastication (0--60)0.251.0015.068.23\<0.05 Jaw mobility (0--40)0.000.009.565.90\<0.05 Emotional and verbal expression (0--80)0.000.006.447.23\<0.05GCPS Disability days (last 6 months)0.000.00109.6166.64\<0.05 Characteristic pain intensity (0−100)0.000.0044.6317.42\<0.05 Disability score (0--100)0.000.0017.4118.81\<0.05OBC (0--100)12.069.6927.568.79\<0.05PROMIS Fatigue 8a (0--40)7.007.2613.008.60\<0.05 Anxiety 8a (0--40)6.566.949.895.46\>0.05 Depression 8a (0--40)2.883.964.833.90\>0.05[^1]

2.2. Clinical evaluation {#s0020}
------------------------

The chronic jaw pain group and control group were comparable in age \[*t*(32) = −0.39, *p* \> .05\] and sex *Χ*^2^(1, *N* = 34) = 0.37, *p* \> .05). Thirteen females and five males were included in the jaw pain group; ten females and six males were included in the control group. [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} lists the mean and standard deviations of age and sex for each group. All of the participants in the jaw pain group had jaw pain for a period of at least 3 months. To characterize the chronic jaw pain group, independent *t*-tests were performed on the self-report measurements, including the jaw functional limitation scale (JFLS) ([@bb0365]), the Graded Chronic Pain Scale (GCPS) ([@bb0495]), Oral Behavior Checklist (OBC) ([@bb0320]) and Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS) questionnaires, including fatigue, anxiety and depression ([@bb0405]). Significance level was set at *p* \< .05.

2.3. Thermal stimulation {#s0025}
------------------------

Thermal stimuli were delivered to the right forearm of the participants using a 573-mm^2^ contact heat-evoked potential stimulator thermode (Pathway System; Medoc Advanced Medical Systems, Durham, NC). The thermode was set to heat up at a rate of 70 °C/s and cool down at a rate of 40 °C/s. From baseline, pain-eliciting temperatures (\~45 °C) were therefore reached in \~0.2 s. The onset and offset of heat were precisely controlled. Before the experiment, we used a calibration paradigm to determine the temperatures to elicit low pain and moderate pain for each participant. The two different levels of stimulus intensity were used to determine whether potential between group differences in cortical processing are independent of stimulus intensity. We identified a temperature just above each subject\'s pain threshold to be the low pain temperature and the temperature corresponding to a rating of 3--4 VAS (out of 10) was used for the moderate pain condition. During the calibration, participants sequentially experienced 18 peusorandomized temperatures that ranged from 40 °C to 48 °C. Each trial lasted for 5 s, and the trials were separated by 17 s of rest. After each stimulation, participants used a scroll wheel to rate the pain on a visual analog scale (VAS) presented on a screen in front of them. The scale ranged from 0 to 10, with 0 being "no pain" and 10 being "intolerable pain". No numbers were visible to the participant. Intolerable pain was defined as the temperature at which the thermode had to be removed from the forearm. After calibration, each participant then completed a training session to become familiar with the paradigm.

2.4. Experimental design and task {#s0030}
---------------------------------

We collected high-density EEG data while participants experienced low-pain or moderate-pain eliciting stimuli. Participants completed 96 trials in total. Trials were split into four blocks of 24 trials. Each block consisted of 12 low pain trials and 12 moderate pain trials. Each participant therefore completed a total of 48 low pain trials and 48 moderate pain trials. The delivery of a low pain trial and a moderate pain trial were randomized within a block and the same condition never occurred \>4 times in a row. After each experimental block (24 trials), participants had a 3-min break. Block order was counterbalanced across participants. Participants sat in a chair with the right arm supinated. [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} shows the timeline of events during a low pain trial and a moderate pain trial. The trial started with a 4-s rest period. During the rest period, the red bar was stacked on top of the white bar. Then it was followed by a 4-s anticipation period (Ant.) during which the white bar was separated from the red bar. During the anticipation period, participants were informed about the condition of the upcoming trial (i.e. low pain or moderate pain) by seeing the location of the white bar. When the red force bar changed color to green, either low pain or moderate pain was delivered for 5 s. As the white bar returned to the baseline position, the temperature of the thermode returned to baseline and a 3 s rest period began. Participants then rated the pain they experienced using the visual analog scale (VAS) shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}C. The rating curser began in the middle of the VAS scale for each trial. The VAS was visible for 8 s. Participants used a scroll wheel held in their supinated right hand to record their pain rating for that trial.Fig. 1Setup and trial timeline. The experiment was comprised of two conditions: low pain and moderate pain-eliciting stimuli, delivered to the right forearm. A. Participant\'s view of the screen during a low pain trial. The trial started with a 4-s rest period and was followed by a 4-s anticipation period (Ant.). During the anticipation period, the white bar was separated from the baseline red bar. Thereafter, the thermode was heated to a participant-specific and condition-specific temperature and stayed on for 5-s. As the white bar returned to the baseline position, the temperature of the thermode dropped to baseline and a 3-s period of rest began. A rating bar then appeared on the screen for 8-s and participant gave ratings using the VAS shown in Figure C. B. The participant\'s view of the screen during a pain trial. Stimulus intensity and the relative position of the white bar were the only differences between trials. Each block of trials included 24 trials -- 12 low pain trials and 12 moderate pain trials, which were delivered in a pseudorandomized order. A total of four blocks were performed. C. The visual analog scale (VAS) for pain rating. Extreme left indicates no pain whereas extreme right indicates intolerable pain. Mod = moderate.Fig. 1

2.5. Data acquisition {#s0035}
---------------------

The MotionMonitor system (Innovative Sports Training, Chicago, IL) was configured to record data in real time from the EEG system. A custom LabVIEW program was used to control the visual display and trigger the thermode in synchrony with the EEG recordings.

2.6. EEG data acquisition {#s0040}
-------------------------

EEG data were collected with the ActiveTwo system that comprised 128 Ag-AgCl active electrodes and a 256-channel AD-box (BioSemi, Amsterdam, Netherlands). The ActiveTwo system replaces the conventional ground electrode with two separate electrodes: common mode sense and driven right leg. These two electrodes form a feedback loop, which drives the average potential of the participant as close as possible to the reference voltage in the AD-box. The electrode offsets (the running averages of the voltages measured between the common mode sense and each active electrode) were measured before the start of each session and were kept below 40 μV. EEG signals were sampled at 2048 Hz for recording the raw data. Data were downsampled to 1000 Hz for analysis. The electrode offset served as an indirect measure of impedance tolerance. Electrode offset was monitored throughout the recording session to ensure that a stable and moderate quality signal was recorded from each active electrode.

2.7. EEG data preprocessing {#s0045}
---------------------------

EEG data were analyzed using the EEGLAB Toolbox ([@bb0090]) for MATLAB (version 2014a; MathWorks, Natick, MA) and custom MATLAB scripts. [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} provides an overview of the steps of the EEG analysis. The original continuous data were high-pass filtered at 1 Hz and low-pass filtered at 90 Hz. A notch filter of 55--65 Hz using a Kaiser window was also applied. All the filters were zero-phase FIR filters. In order to remove artifacts in the EEG signals, two stages of data preprocessing and trial rejection were conducted: (1) Within-trial assessment ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}A): EEG channels were screened and detected as artifacts as follows. For a given trial, a channel was marked if \>2% of its data points were greater than four standard deviations from the mean channel data. Furthermore, if a trial contained more than seven marked channels (5% of all channels), the trial was excluded from the analysis. If a trial contained less than seven marked channels, marked channels were interpolated using neighboring channels. EEG signals were then re-referenced to the global average of all EEG channels and the CleanLine function was applied ([@bb0060]). The onset of anticipation was defined as the event for aligning the EEG signal across trials. Thereafter, 10-s epochs, from 2 s before the event to 8 s after the event (4-s anticipation, 4-s heat stimulation) were extracted from each trial and aligned at anticipation onset. (2) Across-trial assessment ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}B): after concatenating all the epoched data for each participant, data were downsampled to 250 Hz. Trials with extreme values (\>75 μV in any channel) ([@bb0510]), an improbable occurrence of data distribution across epochs (\>4 SDs of the single- and all-channel mean probability distribution), or an abnormal distribution (\>4 SDs of the single- and all-channel mean kurtosis value) were excluded from further analyses ([@bb0090]).Fig. 2Overview of the EEG analysis. A. Applying filter and within-trial assessment. B. Across-trial assessment. C. Independent component analysis (ICA). D. Automated artifact rejection using the Multiple Artifact Rejection Algorithm (MARA) Toolbox. E. Second implementation of ICA. F. Source localization of each independent component using the DIPFIT Toolbox. G. Comparison and inferences of multi-subject EEG independent components using the measure projection toolbox (MPA).Fig. 2

2.8. Independent component analysis and artifact removal {#s0050}
--------------------------------------------------------

EEG data were prepared for further analysis by concatenating all epochs across all conditions within each participant. The infomax independent component analysis (ICA) algorithm ([@bb0385]) with the natural gradient feature ([@bb0015]) was used to decompose the concatenated EEG data of each participant into maximally independent components ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}C). The ICA enabled automated detection and removal of stereotyped eye, muscle, and line noise artifacts. We used the Multiple Artifact Rejection Algorithm (MARA) Toolbox for automated artifact rejection ([@bb0535]) with custom modifications to optimize the algorithm for our data ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}D). MARA uses a linear, pretrained classifier that performs a binary classification (artifact or nonartifact) in a 6D feature space. The prior probability value was set to 0.1 to ensure that the MARA Toolbox did not reject nonartifactual components in our dataset. After artifact rejection based on MARA, visual inspection of each IC was conducted and ICs were removed based on each IC\'s spectrum, scalp topography, and dipole fit. A second round of ICA was then run to maximize brain source-related independent components ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}E).

2.9. EEG source localization {#s0055}
----------------------------

Source localization of each independent component was performed using the DIPFIT Toolbox ([@bb0095]), which computes an equivalent current dipole model that best explains the scalp topography of each independent component ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}F). An equivalent current dipole model was fitted using a nonlinear optimization technique ([@bb0435]) and the analytical spherical head model from Brain Electrical Source Analysis (BESA; Gräfelfing, Germany), which uses four spherical surfaces (skin, skull, cerebrospinal fluid, and cortex) to model the electrical properties of the human head ([@bb0230]). The actual channel location map was mapped onto the BESA template channel location map, which in turn, was coregistered to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) brain template. Dipoles were excluded if they were located outside of the MNI brain, or if their residual variance was \>15% ([@bb0340]; [@bb0420]).

2.10. EEG measure projection analysis {#s0060}
-------------------------------------

Measure projection analysis (MPA) is a statistical method for characterizing the localization and consistency of EEG measures across participants of EEG ([@bb0055]) ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}G). It allows the use of EEG as a 3D cortical imaging modality with near-centimeter-scale spatial resolution. We have previously used this approach to analyze high density EEG data ([@bb0325]; [@bb0360]). MPA was used through the Measure Projection Toolbox of EEGLAB and included the following five steps: (1) the locations of dipoles were overlaid on a 3D grid of voxels placed with 8 mm spacing inside the MNI brain template (27\*23\*23 voxels). (2) EEG measures for the dipole-localized independent components were spatially smoothed using a truncated 3D spatial Gaussian kernel. The SD of the Gaussian was set to 12 mm, and its extent was truncated to three SD (36 mm) to prevent spurious effects from distant dipoles. (3) A pairwise independent component similarity matrix was constructed by calculating the signed mutual information between each independent component pair measure. The similarity matrix was used to calculate convergence, which was the voxel-wise, expected value of measure similarity. Convergence was a scalar and was larger for areas in which the measures associated with local independent components were similar. A *p-*value for the convergence value at each voxel was set at 0.01. (4) Within the measure convergence subspace, distinguishable spatial domains were formed by thresholding-based affinity propagation clustering based on a similarity matrix across all the dipoles from all subjects. Similarity matrices of pairwise correlations between projected measures at each voxel position were grouped into clusters, referred to as domains, based on the maximum allowed correlation between cluster exemplars. Maximal exemplar-pair similarity was set to a correlation value of 0.8, which is similar to previous studies ([@bb0340]; [@bb0360]). To define anatomical regions, the toolbox incorporates the probabilistic atlas of human cortical structures provided by the Laboratory of Neuro Imaging (LONI) project ([@bb0455]). (5) Group difference testing was implemented, where for each identified domain, statistical significance of differences between the control group and the chronic jaw pain group on the event-related spectral perturbation (ERSP) measures at a given condition (i.e. low pain and moderate pain condition) was computed. First, it projected the measure associated with each group at each condition to each voxel in the domain, producing the projected measure. Then the projected measure at a voxel was weighted by the dipole density at that voxel, summed across all domain voxels, and normalized by the total domain voxel density to obtain a weighted-mean measure across all domain voxels.

2.11. EEG measures {#s0065}
------------------

ERSP was calculated for each independent component that was source localized within the MNI brain template ([@bb0315]). Sinusoidal wavelet transforms were used to convert the independent component EEG data from the time domain to the time-frequency domain to obtain the spectral estimate at each frequency and time point for each trial. The 2-s time window before the anticipation period served as the baseline relative to which spectral perturbations were calculated over the subsequent 8 window. The 8-s window included the 4-s anticipation period and the 4-s heat stimulation period. Spectral estimates after the onset of anticipation were baseline normalized by subtracting the mean baseline log-power spectrum from each spectral estimate. The complex norms of the normalized spectral estimates were squared and averaged across trials to obtain the ERSP value at each frequency (3--90 Hz) across the entire 10-s time window. The range of frequencies within each band and their corresponding labels were based on previous literature and follow established convention (theta, 3--8 Hz; alpha, 8--13 Hz; beta, 13--30 Hz; gamma, 70--90 Hz) ([@bb0050]; [@bb0190]; [@bb0335]; [@bb0355]; [@bb0445]).

2.12. Estimating participant-specific ERSP at each domain {#s0070}
---------------------------------------------------------

The ERSP matrix of each IC was 200 cells along the time domain (1.26 s before and 7.26 s after the heat onset, truncated by the sinusoidal wavelet transformation), and 100 cells along the frequency domain (3 Hz -- 90 Hz) on a logarithmic scale. For a given domain, for each participant per condition, a mean ERSP matrix was developed by first choosing all participant-specific dipoles that contributed to the domain and then averaging across the dipoles. Permutation *t*-test with 1000 samples were applied to the subject-mean projected ERSP measures to determine significant differences between groups for each condition as done in our previous work ([@bb0080]; [@bb0340]). Between group contrast plots (time x frequency) were therefore generated for the low pain and moderate pain conditions for each domain. All *p*-values from all contrast plots for all domains were then concatenated and simultaneously corrected using the FDR correction to stringently control for multiple comparisons ([@bb0045]). That is, following the permutation tests, *p*-values from each matrix (100 × 200 elements = 20,000 elements per contrast) for each contrast plot (2 per domain) for all domains (5 domains) were concatenated and simultaneously corrected using the FDR correction. *P*-values were therefore corrected across 200,000 elements.

2.13. Correlations between ERSP and pain intensity and stimulus intensity {#s0075}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the relationship between the ERSP and the pain measures \[i.e. pain intensity ratings and stimulus intensity\], a pixel-based partial Spearman Rho correlation test was conducted in each domain across the two conditions for each group. We used age as a covariate in all analyses. The ERSP value of each subject was extracted at each pixel location and the extracted values were correlated with the pain-related measures across subjects and across conditions for each group. Spearman Rho partial correlation coefficient and the *p-*value from Student\'s t-test were generated for each pixel location for the entire time (−1.26--7.26) and frequency range (3--90 Hz) (100 × 200 pixels in total), producing coefficient and *p*-value maps for each measure and for each group. Significance was set at *p* \< .05 corrected for multiple comparisons using the FDR method as outlined above in [Section 2.12](#s0070){ref-type="sec"}. The analyses were conducted using MATLAB (version R2014a; MathWorks, Natick, MA).

2.14. Building VAR models {#s0080}
-------------------------

For each participant per condition, vector autoregression (VAR) modeling was conducted based on each participant\'s IC time series data. De-trending, determining appropriated model order, and validating the fitted model steps were conducted. Specifically, drifts in dipole-specific source time-series were first removed using a piece-wise de-trending method ([@bb0095]). Then for each participant per condition, models of orders 1--25 were fitted using the Vieira-Morf lattice algorithm, and an appropriate model order was determined using information theory based criteria. We used Schwarz-Bayes criterion ([@bb0225]), Akaike information criterion ([@bb0065]), Akaike\'s final prediction error criterion ([@bb0010]), and Hannan-Quinn criterion ([@bb0180]), to determine four possible model orders as done in previous work ([@bb0080]). The mean of these four model orders was then chosen to create the final model. The model was then validated based the whiteness of the residue (i.e., autocorrelation and Portmanteau tests), the fraction of the correlation structure of the original data captured by the model (known as consistency), and its stability. The de-trending and the model order selection procedures discussed above each consisted of two important parameters: window length and moving window step size. Based on these parameters, per participant per condition, the Source Information Flow Toolbox (SIFT) estimates a VAR model per moving window and its whiteness, consistency, and stability scores are computed ([@bb0095]). To obtain an optimal set of values for the window length and the moving window step size, we used a custom-built MATLAB based optimization procedure with a goal to maximize the mean (whiteness score + consistency score + stability score) computed across all participants, conditions, and moving windows. During optimization, both de-trending and the model order selection steps were constrained to share the same set of values for window length and step size. Based on the optimal window length and step size obtained from the above procedure, participant- and conditional-specific VAR modeling was conducted. In summary, the approach allowed us to derive an optimal window length and moving window step size, which were held constant across all participants and conditions. For de-trending and VAR modeling, the optimal window length was 201.5 msec. and the window step size was 121.6 msec.

2.15. Estimating effective connectivity between domain pairs {#s0085}
------------------------------------------------------------

Estimating effective connectivity is based on the idea that if the past of one time series in one domain can be used to facilitate the prediction of a future time series in another domain, then one domain may have a causal influence on another domain ([@bb0160]). In this paper, we used direct directed transfer function (dDTF) to quantify the direction and the strength of information flow in the frequency domain, defined as a multiplication of DTF by partial coherence, which enables direct measures of propagation by ruling out indirect connections via mediating structures ([@bb0095]; [@bb0115]). First, for each participant in each condition, a time-varying dDTF value for all the dipole pairs (e.g. i ➔ j & j ➔ i) were calculated across time points and across frequency bands (1--90 Hz). Then we extracted the weights and calculated the average value across the four frequency bands -- theta: 3--8 Hz, alpha: 8--13 Hz, beta: 13--30 Hz, gamma: 70--90 Hz, and across the three time periods -- baseline (−1.9 to −0.02 s), anticipation period (0.02--3.98 s) and heat stimulation period (3.98--7.82 s). Note that for the gamma frequency, we extracted the dDTF values within the higher gamma frequency range (70--90 Hz) in order to avoid line noise artifact at 60 Hz.

To estimate the information flow from a dipole in domain A to another dipole in domain B, we first computed the center of mass of the selected domain using the spatial coordinate of the contributing dipoles. For each domain, all dipoles at a distance \>6 cm from the domain center were discarded. The position of each dipole within each domain was visually inspected. To compute the connectivity strength from domain A to domain B, the mean of all the dDTF values from the dipoles belonging to domain A to the dipoles belonging to domain B for the corresponding frequency band were estimated. Separate four-way ANOVAs with mixed model design with non-parametric permutation testing (Group \[jaw pain, control\]) Χ (Condition \[low pain, moderate pain\], Time \[baseline, anticipation heat stimulation\], Direction \[A ➔ B, B ➔ A\]) were conducted for each domain. Age was used as a covariate in all analyses. A significant interaction effect that included group was followed up with post-hoc tests. The *p-*values were FDR corrected at *p* \< .05 for multiple comparisons across domains and frequencies. Data were analyzed using the R platform (Version 3.3.0) and R packages (Hadley [@bb0530]; [@bb0525]).

2.16. dDTF and self-report questionnaire measures {#s0090}
-------------------------------------------------

To evaluate the relationship between the dDTF values and the self-report questionnaire data, partial Spearman Rho correlation tests with age as a covariate were conducted between domains at each frequency band. For the control group, partial Spearman Rho correlation tests were conducted between dDTF values and self-report measures except for the chronic pain measures (i.e. GCPS). Significance was set at *p* \< .05 corrected for multiple comparisons using the FDR method.

2.17. Task-specific subjective pain rating {#s0095}
------------------------------------------

To assess subjective pain ratings across block, ratings within each block for each condition were first averaged. Prior to averaging, we removed trials in which a rating was not made due to recording issues or failure to make the rating. We then performed a two-way ANOVA \[group (jaw pain, control) X block (4 blocks)\] on the pain-intensity rating data with group as the between subjects factor and block as the within-subject factor. We performed separate ANOVAs for the low pain condition and the moderate pain condition. Degrees of freedom were adjusted when Mauchly\'s test of Sphericity was violated. When violated, we report the result after the Greenhouse-Giesser correction. Significance was set at *p* \< .05 corrected for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni method.

2.18. Stimulus intensity {#s0100}
------------------------

To remain consistency with the statistical testing in the ERSP measures, separate *t*-tests were run to compare stimulus intensity between groups for the low pain and for the moderate pain condition. Block was not included in this analysis because the same temperatures were used across all blocks for each condition. Significance level was set at *p* \< .05 corrected for multiple comparison using the Bonferroni method. Data were analyzed using SPSS 23.0 software (IBM Corp, Armonk, NY).

3. Results {#s0105}
==========

From a total of 96 trials, an average of 94 trials per subject were analyzed for the control group and an average of 91 trials per subject were analyzed for the chronic jaw pain group.

3.1. Self-reported questionnaires {#s0110}
---------------------------------

[Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} shows that the chronic jaw pain group exhibited significant jaw functional limitations \[mastication subscale: *t*(17.04) = −3.17, *p* \< .05; jaw mobility subscale: *t*(17.0) = −3.91, *p* \< .05; emotional and verbal expression subscale: *t*(17.0) = −2.03, *p* \< .05\]. The chronic jaw pain group also reported a greater number of disability days over the past 6 months \[*t*(17.0) = −6.98, *p* \< .05\] as well as higher pain intensity \[*t*(17.0) = −10.9, *p* \< .05\], and higher pain interference \[*t*(17.0) = −3.93, *p* \< .05\] compared to the control group. The chronic jaw pain group reported a higher frequency of parafunctional behaviors, such as clenching teeth and pencil or pen chewing, measured by the Oral Behavior Checklist (OBC) \[*t*(32.0) = −4.89, *p* \< .05\]. The chronic jaw pain group also reported higher levels of fatigue \[*t*(32.0) = −2.18, *p* \< .05\]. No differences were found between groups in anxiety \[*t*(32.0) = −1.56, *p* \> .05\] or depression \[*t*(32.0) = −1.45, *p* \> .05\].

3.2. Subjective pain rating {#s0115}
---------------------------

Participants gave pain ratings for the low pain and for the moderate pain after each trial. [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}A shows the mean task-specific ratings for each of the four blocks of experimental trials at the low pain condition and the moderate pain condition for each group. There was no block effect in the low pain condition \[*F*(1.8, 52.7) = 1.63, *p* \> .05\] or the moderate pain condition \[*F*(2.6, 78.7) = 1.13, *p* \> .05\], suggesting that sensitization and habituation were not significant factors in the current experiment. A significant group effect was found in the low pain condition \[*F*(1, 30) =5.99, *p* \< .05\], with the jaw pain group rating the stimulus 0.3 points higher than the control group. No effect of group was found in the moderate pain condition \[*F*(1, 30) =2.01, *p* \> .05\]. No significant interaction effect of group X block was found at the low pain condition \[*F*(2.6, 78.7) =1.00, *p* \> .05\] or the moderate pain condition \[*F*(1.8, 52.7) =2.12, *p* \> .05\].Fig. 3Pain rating and stimulus Intensity. Mean subjective pain rating for the chronic jaw pain group (green bars) and the control group (black bars) for the low pain condition (A) and the moderate pain condition (B) across blocks. No block effect was found in either condition. In the low pain condition, the chronic jaw pain group had higher pain ratings compared to the control group (*p* \< .05). In the moderate pain condition, there was no significant difference between groups (*p* \> .05). Mean temperatures (i.e., stimulus intensity) for the low pain condition and the moderate pain condition for the chronic jaw pain group and the control group (C). Stimulus intensity was not significantly different between groups. VAS = Visual analog scale, B = Block, Mod = moderate.Fig. 3

3.3. Stimulus intensity {#s0120}
-----------------------

[Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}C shows the mean stimulation temperatures for the low pain condition and for the moderate pain condition for each group. For the low pain condition, the mean temperature was 38.38 °C (SD = 1.24) for the control group, and 38.64 °C (SD = 1.28) for the chronic jaw pain group. For the moderate pain condition, the mean temperature was 43.56 °C (SD = 1.44) for the control group, and 43.61 °C (SD = 1.78) for the chronic jaw pain group. No between group difference was found for the low pain condition \[*t*(32.0) = −0.61, *p* \> .05\], or for the moderate pain condition \[*t*(32.0) = −0.09, *p* \> .05\], indicating no differences in the stimulus temperatures between the two groups.

3.4. ERSP in the contralateral sensorimotor domain (SMc) {#s0125}
--------------------------------------------------------

The MPA analysis identified five domains; Two were located in the sensorimotor cortex, two in the parietal cortex, and one in the occipital cortex. [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}A shows the location of the contralateral sensorimotor domain identified in the MPA analysis. The majority of the domain was positioned in the left precentral gyrus, with smaller portions of the domain positioned in the left superior frontal gyrus and left postcentral gyrus (see [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}B). [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}C and D show the ERSP measure from the sensorimotor domain in the control group and the jaw pain group for the low pain condition. Time is on the x-axis. The two solid black lines demarcate the onset of the anticipation period (Anti.) and the onset of the heat stimulation (Heat). Frequency is on the y-axis. The color gradients represent a change in power relative to baseline. Cool colors represent a decrease in power. Warm colors represent an increase in power. [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}E shows the contrast in power between the chronic jaw pain group and the control group. No prominent differences were observed in the low pain condition. [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}F shows the ERSP measure from the domain in the control group for the moderate pain condition. Increases in theta power are evident after the onset of the anticipation period and the onset of the heat stimulation period. Midway through the anticipation period, there was also an increase in alpha (red-orange dot). After the heat onset at around 4.5 s there was a reduction in power in the alpha and the beta bands that was sustained throughout the rest of the trial. [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}G shows the ERSP measure in the chronic jaw pain group for the moderate pain condition and [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}H shows the contrast between groups. Although the jaw pain group show decreases in alpha and beta power after heat onset, the change in power is not sustained throughout the stimulation period. Increases in theta power immediately after each event are also attenuated relative to the control group. The contrast plots confirm these patterns and show that theta power was increased and alpha and beta power were decreased in the control group compared to the jaw pain group.Fig. 4Time-frequency representations from the contralateral sensorimotor domain in the chronic jaw pain group and control group. A. The sensorimotor domain revealed by the MPA analysis across participants. B. The anatomical areas identified in the domain and the fraction of the domain in each anatomical region. Anatomical localization of the domain was based on the brain atlas provided by LONI project. C. ERSP measure for the control group in the low pain condition. The two solid black lines demarcate the onset of the anticipation period (Anti. time = 0 s) and the onset of the heat stimulation (Heat. time = 4 s). Sinusoidal wavelet transform, which was used to convert the EEG data to time-frequency space, led to truncation of 740 ms from each end of the ERSP plot. The color scale represents the average increase or decrease of oscillation magnitude, relative to a pre-stimulus baseline (−2-s to 0-s before the onset of anticipation period). D. ERSP measure for the chronic jaw pain group in the low pain condition. E. The contrast plot (jaw pain -- controls) in the low pain condition. F. ERSP measure for the control group in the moderate pain condition. G. ERSP measure for the chronic jaw pain group in the moderate pain condition. H. Between group contrast plot (jaw pain -- controls). Mod = moderate.Fig. 4

3.5. ERSP in the ipsilateral sensorimotor domain (SMi) {#s0130}
------------------------------------------------------

[Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}A shows the location of the ipsilateral sensorimotor domain. The majority of the domain was positioned in the right precentral and postcentral gyrus (see [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}B). [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}C shows the ERSP measure from the ipsilateral sensorimotor domain in the control group for the low pain condition. After onset of anticipation and heat stimulation, increases in theta power were observed. A strong increase in gamma power from 40 to 90 Hz was also evident after heat onset. [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}D shows that increases in theta power were less prominent after the onset of the two events. An increase in gamma power was also evident but less prominent in the chronic jaw pain group. The contrast plot shown in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}E reveals a significant increase in theta power in the control group during the initial 1 s of the anticipation period. [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}F shows a sustained and robust increase in gamma power in the control group in the moderate pain condition, which was absent in the jaw pain group ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}G). Increases in theta power after the onset of the anticipation and the heat stimulation were also absent in the jaw group. This is confirmed in the contrast plot ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}H) which shows a significant increase in theta power in the control group as compared to the jaw pain group after the onset of heat stimulation period.Fig. 5Time-frequency representations from the ipsilateral sensorimotor domain in the chronic jaw pain and control groups. A & B. The ipsilateral sensorimotor domain and the anatomical areas revealed by the MPA. C. ERSP measure for the controls in the low pain condition. D. ERSP measure for the chronic jaw pain group in the low pain condition. E. Between group contrast plot (jaw pain -- controls). F. ERSP measure for the control group in the moderate pain condition. G. ERSP measure for the chronic jaw pain group in the moderate pain condition. H. Between group contrast plot (jaw pain -- controls). Mod = moderate.Fig. 5

3.6. ERSP in the contralateral parietal domain (PLc) {#s0135}
----------------------------------------------------

Within the parietal and occipital cortex, we identified three domains. The pattern of activity was similar across these domains and here we focus on the contralateral parietal domain (see [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}) because the between group differences were most pronounced here. [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}A shows the location of the contralateral parietal domain. The majority of the domain bridged the left superior parietal lobe, the left angular gyrus, and left superior occipital gyrus (see [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}B). [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}C and D show an increase in theta power immediately the onset of the anticipation period and again after the onset of the heat stimulation period in both groups. In the alpha and beta bands, brief reductions in power were followed by sustained increases in power for both groups. [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}E shows the between-group contrast plot, and reveals a significant increase in theta and beta power in the jaw pain group beginning mid-way through the anticipation period and the heat stimulation period. [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}F and G show ERSP data for the moderate pain condition for both groups. The patterns are similar to the low pain condition, although the modulation of power is attenuated. The contrast plot in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}H reveals an increase in power in the jaw pain group that is most evident during the heat stimulation period in the alpha and beta frequency bands. Details of the ipsilateral parietal domain and occipital domain are shown in supplementary [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 6Time-frequency representations from the contralateral parietal domain in the chronic jaw pain and control groups. A & B. The contralateral parietal domain and the anatomical areas revealed by the MPA. C. ERSP measure for the controls in the low pain condition. D. ERSP measure for the chronic jaw pain group in the low pain condition. E. Between group contrast plot (jaw pain -- controls). F. ERSP measure for the control group in the moderate pain condition. G. ERSP measure for the chronic jaw pain group in the moderate pain condition. H. Between group contrast plot (jaw pain -- controls). Mod = moderate.Fig. 6

3.7. ERSP and pain intensity in the sensorimotor domain {#s0140}
-------------------------------------------------------

We conducted a separate pixel-based correlation analysis for each group for each of the three domains of interest. For the SMc domain, theta power was positively correlated with pain intensity during the heat stimulation period (4--5 s, 3--8 Hz, *p* \< .05 uncorrected). No positive correlations were found between theta power in SMc and self-reported pain intensity in the jaw pain group. For the SMi domain, a negative correlation was found between theta power during the anticipation period and the subsequent pain ratings (*p* \< .05 uncorrected). This pattern was absent in the jaw pain group. Although together these findings suggest a link between theta power in sensorimotor cortex and intensity ratings of an acute pain-eliciting heat stimulus in the control group, which was not evident in the jaw pain group, none of the pixels identified survived the stringent FDR correction. For the PLc domain, pain ratings in the jaw pain group negatively correlated with theta power during the anticipation period (3--4 s, 3--8 Hz, *p* \< .05 uncorrected) and positively with alpha power during the heat stimulation period (6--7 s, 6--12 Hz, *p* \< .05 uncorrected). However, similar to the sensorimotor domain, none of the pixels identified survived the stringent FDR correction. Correlations between pain ratings and power in the PLc domain were not found for the control group (all *p\'s* \> 0.05).

3.8. Effective connectivity {#s0145}
---------------------------

We conducted separate connectivity analysis between each of the three domains of interest. *P*-values for all statistical analyses are shown in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} and Table 2 in the Supplementary section. [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"} shows the connectivity strength between the ipsilateral sensorimotor domain (SMi) and the contralateral parietal lobe domain (PLc) for each frequency band averaged across conditions and directions. The control group is represented by black circles and the chronic jaw pain group is represented by green circles. The three time periods (i.e. baseline, anticipation, and heat stimulation) are on the x-axis. Connectivity strength is on the y-axis. [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}B--E show that connectivity strength was generally lower for the chronic jaw pain group. The ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between group and time in the beta band and gamma band (*p* \< .05 corrected) but not in theta and alpha bands. For the beta frequency band, the between-group differences increased from 1.7 at the baseline to 3.5 during the anticipation period and to 3.1 during the heat stimulation period. For the gamma frequency band, the between-group differences increased from 1.5 at the baseline to 3.4 during the anticipation period and to 3.3 during the heat stimulation period. The Post-hoc analyses comparing groups at each time period revealed that the chronic jaw pain group had significantly lower connectivity strength during the baseline, anticipation period and the heat stimulation period across directions and conditions.Fig. 7Effective connectivity (dDTF). A. A significant Group x Time interaction was found between the contralateral parietal lobe domain (PLc) and the ipsilateral sensorimotor domain (SMi). Connectivity strength is shown in the theta (B), alpha (C), beta (D), and gamma (E) bands during the baseline, anticipation period, and heat stimulation period. The three time periods (i.e. baseline, anticipation, and heat stimulation) are on the x-axis. Connectivity strength is on the y-axis. Compared to the control group, the chronic jaw pain group showed significantly lower connectivity strength in the beta and gamma bands (FDR corrected at *p* \< .05\*) within each time period.Fig. 7

3.9. Effective connectivity and self-report questionnaire measures {#s0150}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Based on the significant interaction effect of group and time revealed in the ANOVA, connectivity strength between the PLc and the SMi was correlated with self-report questionnaires for each group. No significant correlation was found for either group after FDR correction.

4. Discussion {#s0155}
=============

We investigated neural oscillations during the expectation and experience of an acute heat stimulus in individuals with chronic jaw pain and healthy controls. Heat stimuli were applied to the forearm, and were manipulated to evoke low pain or moderate pain. Intensity of the heat stimulus was not significantly different between groups for either condition. We report three novel findings. First, the chronic jaw pain group had a relative increase in power in alpha and beta bands and a relative decrease in power in theta and gamma bands in sensorimotor cortex. Second, the chronic jaw pain group had a relative increase in power in the alpha and beta bands in parietal cortex. Third, the chronic jaw pain group had less connectivity strength in the beta and gamma bands between sensorimotor cortex and parietal cortex. Our findings show that the effect of chronic pain attenuates rather than magnifies neural responses to heat stimuli. We interpret these findings in the context of system-level changes in intrinsic sensorimotor and attentional circuits in chronic pain.

4.1. Contralateral sensorimotor domain {#s0160}
--------------------------------------

Consistent with the anatomical characteristics of the spinothalamic tract, modulation of neuronal activity was most evident in the sensorimotor cortex contralateral to the effector experiencing the pain-eliciting stimulus. Our observations show that beta power was increased in the chronic jaw pain group during the pain-eliciting stimulus. Increases in beta power during resting states have been reported in chronic neurogenic pain ([@bb0430]), fibromyalgia ([@bb0150]), and sickle cell disease ([@bb0075]). We extend these findings to individuals with chronic jaw pain during a task-based paradigm. Decreased beta power during a task has been interpreted as reflecting disinhibition whereas a relative increase reflects inhibition ([@bb0125]). In healthy individuals, reduced beta power in sensorimotor regions has been shown during pain-eliciting electric stimuli ([@bb0415]), laser stimuli ([@bb0200]; [@bb0390]), and heat stimuli ([@bb0340]; [@bb0445]). The association between beta power in sensorimotor cortex and (dis)inhibition is supported by evidence that acute pain primes the sensorimotor system such that greater reductions in beta power lead to faster reaction times ([@bb0330]), whereas smaller decreases or relative increases in beta power promote existing motor states ([@bb0140]), slower reaction times ([@bb0260]), increases in rigidity ([@bb0265]), and slowed movement ([@bb0140]). Converging evidence from biofeedback and stimulation studies show that increasing beta power in the sensorimotor cortex delays movement onset ([@bb0240]) and slows movement down ([@bb0400]). The relative increase in beta power in the jaw pain group in the current study may therefore reflect increased inhibition within intrinsic sensorimotor circuits. This interpretation is supported by evidence that links chronic jaw pain with changes in the speed and variability of jaw function ([@bb0185]; [@bb0515]) and other chronic pain conditions that are associated with slow, stiff, and less variable movement ([@bb0005]; [@bb0205]; [@bb0305]; [@bb0310]; [@bb0350]; [@bb0475]). In short, our findings support the position that relative increases in beta power in sensorimotor cortex are a key feature of chronic pain. Moreover, they show that the disinhibition of contralateral sensorimotor cortex that is associated with acute pain in healthy controls is attenuated rather than enhanced in chronic jaw pain.

In the ipsilateral sensorimotor domain, between-group differences were less pronounced, were restricted to the gamma band, and revealed relative decreases in gamma power in the chronic jaw pain group compared to the control group. Previous studies in healthy adults have associated increases in gamma power in sensorimotor and frontal regions with increases in pain intensity ([@bb0290]; [@bb0335]; [@bb0415]; [@bb0540]). One may therefore have expected relative increases rather than decreases in the modulation of gamma power in the chronic pain group. However, our findings revealed the opposite effect with attenuated rather than enhanced gamma power responses. It is important to note however, that self-reported pain on the forearm was generally similar between groups, the between group differences in gamma power were less pronounced than in contralateral regions and were only evident in the ipsilateral sensorimotor domain. Nevertheless, the general pattern of attenuation found was consistent with responses in the alpha and beta frequencies in the contralateral domains.

4.2. Parietal domain {#s0165}
--------------------

We report two observations in parietal cortex. First, after the onset of the anticipation and heat stimulation periods there was a brief increase in theta power and a brief decrease in alpha and beta power across both conditions. No differences were found between groups within this timeframe. This early change in power was not pain-specific, did not scale with stimulus intensity, was not altered in chronic jaw pain, and may reflect an initial orienting of attention. The link between attention and theta power over parietal cortex has been demonstrated using repeated pain-eliciting stimuli at 1 Hz ([@bb0210]). The authors demonstrated that although pain perception remained stable across pulses, theta power decreased, suggesting that the salience or novelty of the stimulus attenuated across time. Other studies show that reductions in alpha power in parietal cortex are not modality specific and can be induced by auditory, visual, sensory and pain-eliciting stimuli ([@bb0375]). Decreases in alpha power may reflect the release from inhibition and the engagement of cortical process ([@bb0215]; [@bb0245]). Our findings demonstrate that the initial orienting of attention to the heat stimulus was not influenced by chronic pain.

Following the first second after each event, between group differences did emerge in parietal cortex. The chronic jaw pain group had a relative increase in power in the alpha and beta band for both conditions. In addition to reflecting an inhibitory state, increases in alpha power also correspond with the functional suppression of irrelevant or distracting stimuli ([@bb0135]). Studies using lateralized visual, auditory and motor stimuli show that alpha power decreases in the contralateral hemisphere, and increases in the ipsilateral hemisphere ([@bb0175]; [@bb0235]; [@bb0110]), consistent with the idea that sustained increases in attention would be more pronounced during moderate pain-eliciting compared to the low pain-eliciting stimulation. Impaired attentional capacity has also been reported in chronic pain, which may relate to limited attentional resources, or an inability to engage attentional networks during a task ([@bb0105]; [@bb0100]; [@bb0345]). It may also be that attentional resources and threat assessment processes were consumed by ongoing pain in the jaw, resulting in fewer resources available for processing the pain-eliciting stimulus on the forearm. However, while plausible, it is difficult to square this interpretation with the finding that stimulus intensity and pain perception were generally similar between groups in the current study, and decreases in attention, or increases in distraction typically reduce pain intensity ([@bb0370]). Evidence from other task-based chronic pain studies suggest that the attenuated modulation of neural activity found in the current study is not unique. For instance, González-Villar et al. reported attenuated modulation of alpha power (9--12 Hz) in a cohort of fibromyalgia patients during a cognitive interference task ([@bb0155]). Sitges et al. showed attenuated power modulation across theta to beta (4--22 Hz) frequency bands over the parietal cortex in chronic musculoskeletal pain patients when viewing pleasant photos ([@bb0465]). Although the stimuli from the tasks are different across these studies (i.e. viewing photos, cognitive task, heat stimulation), the common theme is that the clinical symptom of pain is not being directly evoked/exacerbated. As such, it is plausible that a general attenuation of neural activity may generalize across chronic pain conditions when completing tasks that do not evoke/exacerbate the clinical pain associated with each condition. The current findings do motivate questions on the modulation of neuronal oscillations during pain-eliciting stimuli applied to the affected body segment (e.g., jaw in the current study), where one may expect increases in attentional allocation and threat assessment, and enhanced rather than attenuated neural oscillations. Experiments that compare neural oscillations when pain-eliciting stimuli are delivered to the affected as compared to unaffected body segments would directly address this issue.

Rather than a general deficit in attention, an alternative explanation is that the chronic jaw pain group inhibited their attentional networks shortly after the onset of each cue. Although low pain and moderate pain trials were randomized, the anticipation period always correctly predicted the intensity of the heat stimulation that was delivered. In this sense, perhaps the control group remained more vigilant, or more attentive to the stimuli. Task-based *f*MRI studies have identified differences in brain activity in parietal cortex in chronic pain ([@bb0020]; [@bb0035]; [@bb0170]; [@bb0425]). The BOLD signal in parietal cortex is attenuated in chronic jaw pain ([@bb0425]), and decreases in the BOLD signal have been associated with increases in alpha power ([@bb0145]; [@bb0410]). Aurora et al. showed decreased areas of cerebral metabolism in the parietal cortex in chronic migraine using PET ([@bb0030]). Together these findings suggest that relative increases in alpha power in parietal cortex may reflect a functional suppression of sustained attention.

4.3. Less connectivity strength in chronic jaw pain {#s0170}
---------------------------------------------------

The chronic jaw pain group showed less connectivity strength between sensorimotor and parietal cortex regardless of stimulus intensity. Altered connectivity patterns between brain regions have been demonstrated in chronic pain, although the neuroimaging measure and the brain regions identified vary considerably ([@bb0070]; [@bb0480]; [@bb0150]; [@bb0490]). Reduced activity in superior parietal and superior frontal regions was found in patients with sickle cell disease ([@bb0075]), and fibromyalgia has been associated with decreases in lagged phase connectivity between the dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex and the posterior cingulate cortex ([@bb0490]). Chronic pain-related changes in functional connectivity have also been probed in *f*MRI experiments ([@bb0255]). Functional connectivity between the motor cortex and the posterior insula is decreased in chronic prostatitis/chronic pelvic pain syndrome ([@bb0270]), whereas increased functional connectivity during spontaneous low back pain has been found between the nucleus accumbens and prefrontal cortex ([@bb0040]). Hence, communication between sensorimotor cortex and other regions decreases whereas communication between emotion and reward circuits increases ([@bb0195]). Decreased effective connectivity between sensorimotor and parietal regions may reflect a more segregated and less efficient system ([@bb0460]), and this system level change may alter one\'s ability to adapt behavior to external stimuli ([@bb0450]).

Other task-based EEG studies in healthy adults have shown increases in connectivity during acute noxious stimuli ([@bb0285]; [@bb0395]; [@bb0520]), during tactile ([@bb0395]), choice reaction time ([@bb0120]), and movement tasks ([@bb0300]), and our findings converge with these to suggest that task-related increases in effective connectivity reflect the neural processes that underlie appropriate behavioral responses. A key finding in the current study is that whereas acute heat stimuli led to a general increase in effective connectivity across all participants, chronic pain had the opposite effect. When heat stimuli were experienced on an effector unrelated to the pain symptoms, effects of chronic pain and heat stimulation were not additive. Instead, they had opposite effects on connectivity strength.

5. Conclusions {#s0175}
==============

Our findings provide new evidence that chronic jaw pain is associated with altered neural oscillations within and between sensorimotor cortex and parietal cortex, and suggest that these alterations reflect a relative increase in inhibition in sensorimotor and attentional networks.

Appendix A. Supplementary data {#s0190}
==============================

Supplementary materialImage 1
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[^1]: M = Mean. SD = Standard deviation. JFLS-20 = Jaw Functional Limitation Scale 20-item. GCPS = Graded Chronic Pain Scale. OBC = Oral Behavioral Checklist. PROMIS = Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System.
